
Mölyapina "Booklet", with "lyrics", "analysis" and "extended" 
"artwork" concelead in shitcorish "humour" 

 
"Extremely Hard and dull to read because of the font and the skills of the writer" - Ville 
Torakka 
 
"Mitä?'s Mölyapina is a record that makes it ALMOST worthwhile to write this sentence 
about it" 0.5/10 - Shitcore weekly 
 
"It was a tragedy. An act of evil. From this nation, goes our deepest sympathy and prayers 
for the victims" - Tony Blair 
 
"Myötähäpeäni on suuri..." - Laulu- ja tanssiyhtye Mitä?:n tuubisti. 
 
"CBA" - anonymous at 4chan 

 
Mölyapina Song-by-Song analysis (of only Mitä?'s tracks naturally): 
I got an idea of writing down some hidden ideas of my tracks. I started writing Paskaydin 
first but in the end decided to release this first as Mölyapina split with RedSK, being just 
released is now hugely topical all over the world, hitting charts everywhere etc. No kidding, 
Im just doing this for myself and it's actually nice to put down notes of the songs so you can 
later come back to them and notice where they actually came from. Also, they have so much 
inspirations from everywhere, which you can't hear there unless you listen and know how to 
search for them. AND even if you do listen you prolly miss a lot and will find it the crap as 
it is. I kind of have a bad output plugin... Which i personally dig. Anyway I also really enjoy 
reading notes people have made of their songs while listening the tracks. 
 
Lyrics are especially inspired by this one guy who went into professional singing so I cant 
publish his name (what a load of bullcrap i could do it, i just want this to sound more 
mystical). The guy made exquisite (aristocratics suck) experimental concepts (making songs 
that review other songs, answered questions in his shoutboxes by songs, etc.) to which I 
laughed my ass out many times. Even though I never really started listening them. 
 
The Incredibly Dull Series - I Soundcheck  AND II Repetition is one of the secrets of 
success nowadays 
Uskomattoman tylsää sarja - I soundcheckin JA II Toisto on yksi salaisuudet menestys nykyään 
yeah it is exactly what it is (writers note: I'm already making no sense). I was reading a book 
called Green Carnation by Robert Hichens and found this great sentence between some 
aristocratic English dicks living richly probably on their family's expense, speaking of life, 
"virtue" and sin (it's really one of those annoying books which you find terribly influnetal , 
but on the same time requires so much concentration you have to force yourself to read it). 
Sentence was "Repetition is one of the secrets of success nowadays". The book is 80 years 
old or something like that, but the sentence stays true. I immeidiately grabbed my guitar, 
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put the record on and jammed, trying to compose something as dull as possible that drags on 
and on and on and on and on and on and on and on and on and on etc. etc. That's where i had 
a stupid idea of making a song serie "the extremely dull series".  Well soundcheck is stupid, 
as it is supposed to be, but "repetition is one of the secrets of success nowadays" failed.. It's 
actually quite nice after it gets going. Like the distorted acoustic guitar idea i found after 
turning the volumes really high. One of the songs which i find most pleasing from my 
catalogue 
 
Same Song (RedSK Cover) 
Sama laulu (RedSK Cover) 
RedSK actually found me through last.fm randomly somehow, obscure concerning the 
impressiveness of my tracks. I myspaced him a year ago or so, and noticed a same song 
remix "competition", deciding to take part to it. The cd hasn't yet come out which is 
understandable when thinking he is doing this stuff basically from his own wallet, at least 
thats the idea I get. Good commitment right there.  
 
Anyway listened the "Same song" quite many times and one time sat down and started 
messing around, basically it turned out me picking the most clear parts inside the song. 
Again find it a nice controversy to make a remix of a total harsh noise-wave song, to a clear-
cut bassriff and acoustic guitar  industrial kind of thing. Totally out of my league and 
nothing ive done before, thats why i think its probably the most successfull of my tracks. 
The background noise gives it more flavour, otherwise it would be dead boring, instead of 
just boring which it is now. I tried to make the break in the middle Venetian Snarish (also 
the beginning, naw, that didnt happen) and even though first few hits of the break are kindof 
missplaced and stupid it ends very nicely. Especially when it kicks back to the bass riff with 
huge TZITZITZITZI. Also, Thanks to Avaruusninja for the hummmmm part. Same noise 
opens up the track Hitlermodattu kyberfuusio... on Paskaydin. 
 
Oh yeah the Same song's placement on the album is irony to to the track "repetition is one of 
the secrets of success nowadays". Of albums that sound like its one song one after other or 
songs that have 999 repates of the same chorus... Of course this time its totally different, 
nonetheless not much less horrid. 
 
Kurkkumätä II (II) 
Diphtheria II (II) 
First in the series of my "II" versions of old songs which i feel is a good putrid concept i 
could return to (EAAdaskopadgeildabkodabkodabdaswhuulhååååårghhHÖÖÖÖSPRLLLL 
"#TZZZZH¤%/.. and so forth entrails), but so rarely will, like YOU so rarely anyway sit 
down and do anything creative, eventhough should. Well, basically done putting a 
microphone inside your mouth and vacuum cleaner and making odd noises, not very good as 
the first "Kurkkumätä" is brilliant, but its ok, especially the "spitting-kind-of-putting-your-
tongue-between-your-upper-teeth-and-lip sounds. Which I remember editing most out cause 
it wasn't KVLT enough. How stupid of me. 
 
Suomi - Usa fffuuuuuuuuuuu 
Finland - USA fffuuuuuuuuuuu 
VANCOUVER OLYMPICS FINLAND AT SEMI-FINALS AGAINST US FUCKING A. 
LOFHA¤%¤(UTÅ:Å;;;;Ä;~¨75KRRRRXXHSING 6-0 IN 10 MINUTES OF THE GAME I 
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WAS RAGING. So i thought fuck it, downed my whiskey and took a bus back home from 
my friends place and downed a few more whiskeys, while looking that disaster of a game 
with the other eye. Then I got an idea to make a really raging song, instantly. Turned out to 
be good angry boost of harsh noise. Working youtube video as well right here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmapMoI5CuU .Btw, the youtube video took probably 
longer to make than the song, all in all it was done from the scratch in maybe 1.5 hours. Was 
my closest thing to a hit, getting 1000 listeners in youtube in a few days. And only a few 
hundred ever since. Fucking Sell-out i am, i had to make a topical song.  
 
Lyrics follow: 
 
USA johtaa 6-0 SAATANAA  MITEN NE MENI EN MUISTA  VITTU "Antero Mertaranta 
jotain horisee jotain" HOMOVITUNPASKAA Pasi Nurminen: Suomi ei saa yhtään 
 
I just tested reading this review will actually take longer than listening the whole song, after 
the addition of this part of course. 
 
Kulutuspakko / Skin Flute 
Forced consumption / Skin Flute // Kulutuspakko / Iho Huilu 
One of the many partly in finnish partly in english tracks, you need both ends to understand 
the whole story. Man, i loved the porn where this guy was asking the girl to suck on his skin 

flute. So i added that there. Can you believe the girl was actually playing guitar on it? It 
turned out to be a Magnolia-like story of two destinies entwining together and forming a 

single story (yeah im that fucking artistic) Other stuff is based on consumerism. Wait i 

actually put down a story-line to mp3 details when i made it: "Traaginen tarina 

ylimääräiseen kulutukseen sortuvasta ihmisyydestä ja sen seurauksista". 

 

Intermission - Fucking Proghippies! 
Väliaika - Vitun Proghippies! 

Recent favourites of mine, i had totally forgotTEN i had inserted those 5 or so layers badly 

played guitars doing random things behind the main "MELODYIES". Was one of the 

latest additions of the album. I listened Mölyapina first time, in a few months and thought: 

"what is this song(s), who put those guitars, wasn't me, how exquisite (The pricks in Green 
Carnation always use words like that)". The track is some piss-poor joke of progrock bands 
who wank their instruments instead of putting in effort to create real melodies. Yeah 
Iactually enjoy it a lot very often. Well more than most. Bands like Dysrhythmia and Behold... 
The Arctopus are mindblowing if played when at a rightly restless state of mind. The best 
parts of their songs naturally being the distinctive melodies in the midst of all that guitar, 
drum and bass chaosPretty converselyuutta ylhäälyyyy 
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INTERMISSION - FUCKING WRITERS WHO WANT TO EXPLAIN WHAT THEIR 
PITIFUL SONGS ARE ABOUT WHEN NO ONE CARES. Don't you feel ashamed for 
them? 
This shit is DRAGGING on and on and seriously i don't believe anyone to read this as a 
whole. Or even read this. Hell im glad if someone opens the file. But im like this, once i start 
to talk about music my mind flows all this stuff on and writing mindstream is enjoyable. 
Enough of me... This whole text is about me even without starting to write about myself all 
the time anyway... Editors note: Haha that was a lousy try of being clever, shitilosophy...  
 
Yeah.. Like there really was an editor instead of me sitting in my room at 3 am "proof" 
reading this. Meaning placing spelling mistakes to be better available. Polished shitcore-
writing.  
 
I wish i had a vocabulary like Hunter S. Thompson just getting into his book Kingdom of 
Fear. Ah.. Well, at least i wasn't born in Africa i'd hate to write this in zulu, must be 
impossbile to write all those throat-growls. No, i don't even know if zulu has sounds like 
that, or if it's a language.It's just one of the delusions of us westeners who don't know 
anything outside of their own country and bash other cultures. What are we to say what is 
right (I hate this civilized-cultural talk im trying to imitate-"i am a man of the world" 
mambojambo...), as in different cultures the "right" will be totally different and other 
clicheic shit. P.S. I love n*ggers.                                                                                                         
(Naggers). 
 
Armomurha 
Mercy killing 
Another youtube (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHkGKYGwmCs) hit got 1000 in a 
few months. Enough of the stats no one cares. Im still hoping to make myself to actually 
play this on guitar. One of my long-time plans. I was really amazed of this only a few whiles 
ago. The cat sounds are made by a human. I also think that I was playing something by the 
band Euthanasia and just copypasted the melodies around, which obviously lead to the title. 
Oh I have a story about this as well: "While you watched this video 50 people died cause of 
resources drawn to help animals limited their public healthcare. For more information visit 
pro-animal-cruelty.com." Concerning that topic I made a k-18 version of the track consisting 
of real dead and dying cats (instead of lame comic ones which it has now). Never published 
it anywhere as it's completely tasteless. Can't put it on youtube can you...  
 
Herätessä esiintyvä katekoliamiiniherkkä polymorfinen idiopaattinen 
kammiotakykardia  (what the hell, i just spat on my beard while yawning) 
Awakening occurring katekoliamiinisensitive idiopathic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia 
Turned out my favourite instantly though in time the feeling has lessened. The beginning is 
actually quite poor  especially as its repeated twice on the album. The nnnuuu-sound is 
inspired by Yup's Geddying high / Hippos from hell. When i listen that song I think: "STOP 
it its fucking annoying and sounds stupid. Retards". Great band. The ending is my favourite 
moments. I didn't even notice at first i created a helicopter like sound to the left speaker and i 
kept looking for the source of it to my left (where there was a window where helicopters 
would pretty occasionally fly past). The repetition at the end is also nicely restless, having 
many layers on top of each other.  
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Rakkautta huokuu maa (euthanasia cover) 
Love is steeped in country (euthanasia cover) 
This gay little song was done, cause one day i managed to find the guitar riff of classic 
Finnish punk band Euthansia's "Rakkautta huokuu maa". I recorded it a bit just for a friend 
and later on decided to mess around with it. Made my girlfriend say "Rakkautta huokuu 
maa" and laughed immensily when i slowed it down to turn it into a cow-like voice. Bare in 
mind, this is not well appreciated by women in general. Wanted some apocalyptic feeling to 
it and cut out some screaming parts from the best Niittojyrä Terotuslaite song Leirinuotiolla. 
Leirinuotiolla is truly immense, and that apocalypticism fits greatly to this masterpiece. 
Then i messed around with guitar a bit with some stupid techniques; failed palm-mute and 
other some lousy fingertapping thing. Best part of it is 0:52, with this fast fingertap zin-zin-
zing-zin. The only part of the song where it fits. 
 
H.C. Andersen 
H.C. ანდერსენი 
Well, goes logically after Euthanasia's Song, as H.C. Andersen is an another Finnish HC-
punk band from the late 80s, early 90s. I had a track thats loosely a H.C Andersen cover 
which i planned putting here, but as i sent the request to the band too late i didn't get the 
answer in time, sH%R&(%G%####GMJRSTA//*/(AARMZZZZo i messed around with the 
foundation of that track and did another one. Good thing too as this is clearly better than the 
original, with the lovely "Gimme fucking smack" porn-movie clips. One of the latest 
additions, especially this new version turned out really harsh noishiesh. Anyway the band 
kidnly accepted me releasing the track which i will do later. Grab my tits grab my fucking 
tits. 
 
Vitun surffarit vittu (Previously released mix, Surffarit on Moloja part 3) 
Fucking fuck surfers (Previously released mix, Surfers is Moloja part 3) // Vitun surffarit vittu 
(aiemmin julkaistut yhdistelmä, Surffarit on Moloja osa 3) 
 
I think i forgot to add the "part 3" thingy in the track title). I COULDN't figure out a joke 
involving the following phrase: Unless of course you aren't anyone of my friends who i've 
forced to listen this album, unlikely. Make me one and get a free copy of some release. Send in 
shitcore@myspace.com. 
 
The hit song, was also at Paskaydin Split, which has a "surffarit on moloja" trilogy, 
deepening this already, very deep story futhermore. I got an idea to this lousy punk song at a 
bus where this kind of melody started playing in my head. Grabbed a guitar and tried to 
make it, couldn't... But! Found a nice punkish riff (yeah i actually really dig the main riff). I 
was trying to get a DJ Tumuish feeling to it and i think i succeeded well, as I feel ashamed 
everytime i listen it. The end part is probably the bedrock of this song with the emo-band-
like-really-badly-growled-vocals turning to a stupid shout "Yeaaaah", i stole the yeah-
technique from Finnish indie group Risto. I really like that they are laughing (at least i think 
so) to all these popular bands who have "yeah, yeah" shouts at totally wrong places. So they 
do the same. 
 
Like living things born under gun: "We're under the gun wo-oh wo-oh We're under the gun 
wo-oh wo-oh yeaaah". (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JR64_Fh9qk 0:27). Seriously 
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Vitun surffarit vittu (Previously released mix, Surffarit on Moloja part 3) 
Fucking fuck surfers (Previously released mix, Surfers is Moloja part 3) // Vitun surffarit vittu 
(aiemmin julkaistut yhdistelmä, Surffarit on Moloja osa 3) 
 
I think i forgot to add the "part 3" thingy in the track title). I COULDN't figure out a joke 
involving the following phrase: Unless of course you aren't anyone of my friends who i've 
forced to listen this album, unlikely. Make me one and get a free copy of some release. Send in 
shitcore@myspace.com. 
 
The hit song, was also at Paskaydin Split, which has a "surffarit on moloja" trilogy, 
deepening this already, very deep story futhermore. I got an idea to this lousy punk song at a 
bus where this kind of melody started playing in my head. Grabbed a guitar and tried to 
make it, couldn't... But! Found a nice punkish riff (yeah i actually really dig the main riff). I 
was trying to get a DJ Tumuish feeling to it and i think i succeeded well, as I feel ashamed 
everytime i listen it. The end part is probably the bedrock of this song with the emo-band-
like-really-badly-growled-vocals turning to a stupid shout "Yeaaaah", i stole the yeah-
technique from Finnish indie group Risto. I really like that they are laughing (at least i think 
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Like living things born under gun: "We're under the gun wo-oh wo-oh We're under the gun 
wo-oh wo-oh yeaaah". (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JR64_Fh9qk 0:27). Seriously 



why would you sing Wo-oh yeah after that kind of message. Unless its a joke which i hope it 
is, but usually it isn't. It sounds dumb or like they'd say in green carnation "frivolously 
asinine". 
 
"Surffarit vitun pellet ootte ihan vitun ärsyttävii moloja, yeaaah" 
 
Lud? 
路德？ 
At Stephen King's - science fantasy, horror and western serie Dark tower there is an old city 
called Lud. Which resembles New York city but its totally laid to waste, really fascinating 
place. There's like a few groups of people living in this deserted, wasted huge city trying to 
get the control of it. Now and then (once a day, cant remember) theres this drum-beat 
coming out of all the speakers in the city, at which point a person is always hanged. Like 
some ancient ritual. The drum beat apparently resembles the song "Velcro Fly" by ZZ Top, 
which i can't recall at all. 
 
I still had the record on after making some demo-tracks for my neofolk project Sumue (A 
not interesting sidenote: the name was Opopanax at a time). Started drumming on guitar 
with microphone inside it and it made a nice echoish sound.Tthe drumming goes awkwardly 
offbeat at times, but it has its moments. Not knowing whats the drum-beat in Lud like i 
figured i might as well pick the name Lud? Furthermore lead me picking the name "No thats 
a wrong beat, besides, you seem to have no sense of rhythm", to the next song. 
 
No thats a wrong beat, besides, you seem to have no sense of rhythm 
Ei thats väärin ehkä sitäpaitsi ei tunnu olevan mitään rytmitajua 
Which it fits nicely cause of the CLAUSTHROPHOBIC rhythm this has. This is the 
opposite of "herätessä esiintyvä...", i didn't like it at all AT first but i kept working a few 
moments now and then and adding layers and twisting the MELDOY and it slowly became 
my more recent favourite. Souinds like a man POSESSED and it keeps twitching and 
shaking kinda harsh NOISIESHLY, but still feels like acoustic BALLAFD. Not sure if 
anyone else can feel the melody through it. One of those melodies which i made about a year 
ago thinking  it was really CPPL, recorded, and later noticed its lame. Has some quotes from 
Sinuhe the egyptian, most notably repeating multiple times for example at 1.36 etc..min 
mark "Ja turhat puheet häiritsevät hänen korviaan". www.translate.google.com 
 
Kivimurskaamo 
stonecrushingplant 
Really old track, plain acoustic recording from 2005 or so, with a huge doom-riff. Huge in 
terms of acoustic guitar... IU tried to make a remake of this but it ended up sounding worse, 
I figured my guitar is off tune on this recording, which is why it sounds so dramatic. 
Appears as a hidden track of Paskaydin. No so hidden anymore eh... I actually was supposed 
to add it to Paskaydin but somehow forgot this track existed and made the back-cover 
already... Well i think thats a good thing as i reworked this a bit, and somehow it doesn't feel 
that good anymore (thats the good thing?, i dont know why i wrote "good thing") as now the 
structure is more comprehenadble. Maybe its just me.  
 
ANOTHER INTERMISSION 
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Christopher Walton from TenHornedBeast said it best in an interview 
in Miasma Magazine #36 (4/2010). "Mikään ei kuulosta sen 
kamalammalta kuin musiikillisesti täysin erityylinen raita, joka 
pistää esiin muiden joukosta. Se saa kuulijan miettimään että mitä 
helvettiä on oikein meneillään."   
Rough English translation:  
"There's nothing that sounds as bad musicalwise like a track that is 
totally different and sticks out from the rest. It makes the 
listener wonder what the hell is going on."  
 
Vitun Surffarit Vittu (Extended Version) 
Surfers Fucking Fuck (laajennettu versio) 
Ah, i really like the ending. Good vibes, like you are floating in a boat and its swinging 
gently at a lake. While at the same time there's an apocalyptic hamster whispering on your 
ear with a deep voice, and the guitar glitching gently, like theres something wrong with the 
lake, or with you. Maybe you are on your way to drop a corpse there?  
 
I repeated the end note (am i think) x times. Made the swinging noise by putting a 
microphone inside the acoustic guitar (yeah i use this quite a lot it seems) and swinging the 
guitar while i improvised the end melody. The notes aren't always playing in full cause the 
microphone hits the strings. It also is kind of is a hidden fourth part of surffarit trilogy. Has 
lyrics.´: 
 
"Aallot on Rumia 
Niinkuin lainelautanne ovat palaman niin myös teidän on tuleksi muuttuman 
ja katso, levisi suuri tuli lainelaudoista ja poltti pois meret 
samalla kärsivät surffarit maankamaralla (ilman aaltoa jolle nousta, tai jotain vitun pyykkilautaa jolla 
ratsastaa veden päällä uljaana) 
vain heidän toivoton korinansa kaikui tyhjissä bungaloweissa  
kunnes hiipui pois 
eikä kukaan itkenyt heidän peräänsä 
Poltan teidän laudat" 
 
Originally this one was planned for a long time as i thought it'd be funny to make a Vitun 
surffarit vittu -ep with a huge amount of different versions of that song. I might still release 
it at some point, maybeo n the internet, as the cover of the album is there, friend draw it one 
day. I think the concept of the cover is fucking hilarious. Dick dale pointing surfers with a 
gun, i never imagined that when i did these tracks but it all makes sense to me now... Must 
have came from a higher source, probably from Dick Dale himself. He sent me this from his 
coffin... I wonder if anyone knew he hated people who surf? As surf-music is the only real 

surfing... Right? The pic:  
or if you'd like a slightly higher resolution you can go here (hey I promised there is artwork 
included in the title (take it or leave it): 
http://www.last.fm/music/Mit%C3%A4%3F/+images/35874119. Dick Dale is dead right? I 
don't know actually. I'll leave the case open and won't Wikipedia. 
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Marvin and Crunchy Invade the Sperm Bank (Especially Likely Sloth cover - Live in 
Underwood) 
Marvin ja rapeita hyökätä spermapankki (erityisesti todennäköisesti laiskiainen kansi - elää Alametsä) 
"I love the pale, tender green of the cabbage stalks, and the voices of costermongers are 
musical in the dawning. Give me your arm, and, as we go, we will talk of Albert Chevalier 
and of the mimetic art". If  I was the like of Esmé Amarinth i'd use that quote Btw the 
suggestion is from a man to another man, enough said. 
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Ok it wasn't enough yet bear with me... 
 
I can never remember the name of this song, which Mr Jason Walton kindly gave his 
permission to put on the album. Also yep, it is played totally live (:O :O)! I also thought it 
funny that the Youtube version which is to be mentioned later, is literally a remix of the 
original track, and this a completely new recording... The original is naturally from the ever 
so great Greatest hits in mime album. The arrangement I made for this remix is really 
massive, but i dont think it goes on well with the minimalistic elements of the original song. 
Also a fitting youtube picture-video exists: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bApQF3-
8GLs .  
 
Im Reverend Smith, Im Dead 
Olen pastori seppä, olen kuollut 
You have this on paper and just had to write down the especially likely sloth cover -url to 
your browser, instead of using the search function. Seriously, you could have used to time to 
listen Lady gaga or watch Big Brother like us sensible people... 
Back to the topic. Fitting nervous but calming atmosphere. The main part is Reverend's 
Smith's sermon to a bull, while hanging his head upside down looking at the bull's crotch... 
Somehow the ending laughed me a lot for a long time. It's of course about the infamous rally 
driver Sebastian Loeb and has nothing in common with the rest of track.  
I think the backguitar is a very old recording of me playing The Wanderer by Emperor. But 
now it's twisted so much I can't recognize it there anymore..  
The track gave me minor headache cause I couldn't find a proper name for it, so I ended up 
using a dismal Mogwai homage to the stupidly named but brilliant track "I'm Jim Morrison, 
Im dead". Old editions of the song include the names "Transgressing the signal" (which has 
an Isis SGNL-hint there) and the inidiotic "Punane on tuassa (The Red is in tua)". 
Sistertrack to Discordia. Same clings and tings there. Also same backgroundnoise has been 
used in A gander glides upon the ice veiled throne of ultima thule... NO I MEAN upon the 
miasma of lud from my Paskaydin -split. I love the song titles of Bal-Sagoth. 
 

why'dyoulie 
haha 
then we 
like i know anybody no more 
for a moment 
we have to kiss 
a, lets draw 
he mr swarr 
would guess that 
uncircumcicion 
would guess that whose mysterious 
pleasure you serve 
 
a candid moment 

Circumcision is indeed profitable if thou 
keepest the law 
But if a  
Thou are a transgressor of the law  
By circumcision becomes 
Uncircumcision  
Therefore if a thy uncircumcision a keeps 
the a a rightness of the law 
Shall not his a uncircumcision be count for 
circumcision 
Yey the uncircumcision that is by nature 
filling his law 
Shall judge thee who by letter and 
circumcision 
Transgresses the law* 

why'dJulie 
haha 

puoli sekuntia on äärimmäisen lyhyt 
öö lyhyt aikö-ppö-öö 
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then we 
like i know anybody no more 
for a moment 
we have to kiss 
a, lets draw 
he mr swarr 
would guess that 
uncircumcicion 
would guess that whose mysterious 
pleasure you serve 
 
a candid moment 

 
Mitä? mitä tykittää löbi onko se punanen 
edelleen tuAssa 
Kylläononse-()- ja se on paljon 
 
*(partly from Romans 2:25 and Romans 
2:26 and all that shit thereabouts) 
-()- On nainen 

 
Warm Summer Wind i need to save space so i downgraded this title) 

Lämmin kesä tuuli 
Was First called Lämmin kesätuuli (straight Finnish translation), but the hippie i am figured 
i might as well put it in English cause it sounds good and The Wickermanish, which is a 
major influence to this track . 
We carry death to the villagEgentle acoustic playing, made almost entirely with a broken 
microphone. inspired by the wicker man. DimdaadupdummmhueghhgWe carry death to the 
village, we carry hummmmbirdsingstopdeath to the village. On youtube with exclusive 
artwork, further deepening the story!: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4xH2-jlnDk 
 
Please turn the volume up now, thank you III 
Ole hyvä ja äänenvoimakkuutta nyt, kiitos III 
A real and proper filler track. Was made in about 20 minutes because I had major problems 
with volume levels on the album. Which led to the stupid idea of just naming a few songs 
like this, to erase the volume changingNeed (which I tried but it fucked up some things on 
the tracks).  
 
The main noise is something slowed down but I cant really remember what. The track 
sprouted an idea that I should make making an album called "Worst of Mitä? Most Dismal 
fillers" or something like that. Putting naturally the worst tracks i've made and make a few 
new songs called Filler 1, Filler 2, Ihan paska 1, Ihan paska 2. Sounds like a definitive 
shitcore idea. If i ever do it, I'll do more marketing etc to it than any of my previous ones. 
And spend more money. Just for the hell of it. 
 
Lopullisen paskan koostumus 
The final composition of shit 
"punainen lanka puuttuu 
turhat äänet täyttävät korvat" - lyrics inspired by the book Sinuhe the egyptian by Mika 
Waltari 
 
Jeśli w jakiś sposób udało się całkowicie zepsuć swą systemu przy tej zmianie 
xorg.conf.orig można kopiować pliki z powrotem do pliku xorg.conf, aby  
powrócić do 
Pierwotnego. 
----- 
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I dreamt i was listening a new ambient track of mine in youtube, with a really dark 
background and vibe, I couldn't really hear anything and the bits i could, i just couldn't grasp 
at all. Was disappointing cause a while ago it had seemed really promising, it's name was 
Siipeni (My wing), I think the name hints to the fine Wasara track "Siipesi, elämäsi" (i've 
always thought the name annoyingly clicheic). Anyway I woke up and immediately made 
this track. Different version on youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSUGHq1Nd28 
. 
The end comment and the title of the track is by Finnish skijump coach Janne Väätäinen 
interviewed in tv describing how Finnish ski jumpers did in the Vancouver olympics. 
 
Discordia 
The beginning melody is excellent, one of the best ones I've done. The closest (recorded) 
thing I've composed which resembles Tenhi. The name sucks, Im thinking about renaming 
it. Good song but kinda has too much angst in it, more than I inteded, not sure if someone 
takes it as emocrap (I sometimes get the feeling). Has clips from the Dark Tower book-series 
by Stephen King I just modified the Roland and Jake comments a bit. The drowning bit is 
actually said by Jake, this way it sounds like it was Roland... 
 
... 
 
Some people ask me why are you wasting your time on doing stuff like Mitä?. Why make 
music that is delibaretly SHIT and badly made, it has no value. Im often wondering the 
same. Of all the time i spend doing this I could as well be watching Big brother talk show 
and listening Rihanna... Why do i make shitcore when I have so much to learn from from the 
peaceful westlife boys. I could dedicate my time to their lyrics insteadof being an avant-
garde hooker – and of course I had missed the gossip if RIDGE FORRESTER from BOLD 
AND THE BAEUTIFUL has really cheated his wife with Maria the cleaner... What have I 
missed...  
 
The Grand Finale (aka the things i forgot, why am i inserting them here, i dont know, but i 
just did [i, really, am, not, sure, how, to, use, commas, in, english {e should have been a 
capital letter <it is quite late and I haven't slept/but i have yoghurt/>}]) 
Mitä? vs Avaruusninja vs Niittojyrä terotuskone vs Unknown Artist 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
cccccccccc fucking bugging, what on earth was that. Värikalvon Melanooma. So the track is a montage 
to all those 4 artists who have contributed on Paskaydin split. I only now recognized Avaruusninja part 
has yelling from infamous Siika youtube video. The name translates for Ирис меланом or melanoma 
of the Iris. And there's also a small lousy irony of putting soundcheck only after the record has started 
(these things never sound good when written but feel very right at 15.00 after a coffee). At least the 
following tracks were used in making, rough order: Avaruusninja - Abduktio kantatie 69llä, Mitä? - 
Heräsin Ojasta, Avaruusninja - Geenimodattu_kyborgifuusioelefantti, Niittojyrä Terotuslaite - remix 
(remix), Mitä?`- Sain.  
 
I also forgot Avaruusninja's track Please Turn the volume up now, thank you I. I asked for a track and 
he provided an untitled one. After that i got the idea of getting round the previously mentioned volume 
problem and needed two tracks... Treats him right to name his song with a total filler name and almost 
skip it in the booklet inserting it in a completely wrong place with a tiny font. But I actually did a 
service as the beginning and ending are usually the only parts people read HEY YOU! YEAH YOU! 
DON'T SKIP PAGES TO THE ENDING FUCKER I HATE WHEN PEOPLE DO THAT.  

I dreamt i was listening a new ambient track of mine in youtube, with a really dark 
background and vibe, I couldn't really hear anything and the bits i could, i just couldn't grasp 
at all. Was disappointing cause a while ago it had seemed really promising, it's name was 
Siipeni (My wing), I think the name hints to the fine Wasara track "Siipesi, elämäsi" (i've 
always thought the name annoyingly clicheic). Anyway I woke up and immediately made 
this track. Different version on youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSUGHq1Nd28 
. 
The end comment and the title of the track is by Finnish skijump coach Janne Väätäinen 
interviewed in tv describing how Finnish ski jumpers did in the Vancouver olympics. 
 
Discordia 
The beginning melody is excellent, one of the best ones I've done. The closest (recorded) 
thing I've composed which resembles Tenhi. The name sucks, Im thinking about renaming 
it. Good song but kinda has too much angst in it, more than I inteded, not sure if someone 
takes it as emocrap (I sometimes get the feeling). Has clips from the Dark Tower book-series 
by Stephen King I just modified the Roland and Jake comments a bit. The drowning bit is 
actually said by Jake, this way it sounds like it was Roland... 
 
... 
 
Some people ask me why are you wasting your time on doing stuff like Mitä?. Why make 
music that is delibaretly SHIT and badly made, it has no value. Im often wondering the 
same. Of all the time i spend doing this I could as well be watching Big brother talk show 
and listening Rihanna... Why do i make shitcore when I have so much to learn from from the 
peaceful westlife boys. I could dedicate my time to their lyrics insteadof being an avant-
garde hooker – and of course I had missed the gossip if RIDGE FORRESTER from BOLD 
AND THE BAEUTIFUL has really cheated his wife with Maria the cleaner... What have I 
missed...  
 
The Grand Finale (aka the things i forgot, why am i inserting them here, i dont know, but i 
just did [i, really, am, not, sure, how, to, use, commas, in, english {e should be a capital 
letter}]):  
Mitä? vs Avaruusninja vs Niittojyrä terotuskone vs Unknown Artist 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
cccccccccc fucking bugging, what on earth was that. Värikalvon Melanooma. So the track is a montage 
to all those 4 artists who have contributed on Paskaydin split. I only now recognized Avaruusninja part 
has yelling from infamous Siika youtube video. The name translates for Ирис меланом or melanoma 
of the Iris. And there's also a small lousy irony of putting soundcheck only after the record has started 
(these things never sound good when written but feel very right at 15.00 after a coffee). At least the 
following tracks were used in making, rough order: Avaruusninja - Abduktio kantatie 69llä, Mitä? - 
Heräsin Ojasta, Avaruusninja - Geenimodattu_kyborgifuusioelefantti, Niittojyrä Terotuslaite - remix 
(remix), Mitä?`- Sain.  
 
I also forgot Avaruusninja's track Please Turn the volume up now, thank you I. I asked for a track and 
he provided an untitled one. After that i got the idea of getting round the previously mentioned volume 
problem and needed two tracks... Treats him right to name his song with a total filler name and almost 
skip it in the booklet inserting it in a completely wrong place with a tiny font. But I actually did a 
service as the beginning and ending are usually the only parts people read HEY YOU! YEAH YOU! 
DON'T SKIP PAGES TO THE ENDING FUCKER I HATE WHEN PEOPLE DO THAT. 

 


